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Lead. Don’t follow. 
Unless it’s your heart, 
your passion, your eye for excellence.
In any other situation: take charge. 
Trust your senses, your talents, 
your skillful mind.
Unleash your creative potential 
and dare to dream big. 
Raise the bar. 
Lead. Know you are headed 
in the right direction. 
Know your worth and 
wear it with pride.



A warm welcome to you

Thirty-seven years ago, Le Nouveau Chef embarked on an 
adventurous journey as a small, family-operated business. 
Today, our success knows no boundaries. We have gained 
the trust and loyalty of a diverse network of suppliers scattered 
across Europe, and have built an international client base 
that values our skill in blending style and functionality. Our 
ties with many of our partners run deep, so much that they 
have become more than fans, but rather, beloved members 
of our extended family. At Le Nouveau Chef, we cherish the 
connections we forge with those who wear our garments, 
seeking to establish genuine, long-lasting relationships. As 
we remain steady in our commitment to our family values, we 
are humbled by the realisation that these values and authentic 
connections have paved our path to success. We welcome 
you, as you join Le Nouveau Chef’s journey.

Chef  Jacket Falco

The brand with the



Exclusive wear 
with a personal touch 

Le Nouveau Chef has been leading the way of creating 
bespoke, superior-grade apparel from catering to gastronomic 
and hospitality professionals for almost four decades. We 
have a deep-rooted appreciation for quality, hospitality, and, 
most notably, the significance of infusing personal style into 
one’s attire. Our insight into the essence of hospitality has 
helped us recognise that the clothes someone puts on are not 
just a superficial part of a daily routine, but an integral part of 
the overall experience. Clothing influences the quality, service 
and hospitality one transfers to guests throughout the day. 
Thus, we have tried to craft apparel that is comfortable and 
elevates the overall guest experience. We go through it with 
a sense of comfort and effortless sophistication.

Chef  Jacket Jasper, Pants Tokyo



Sustainable quality
Always looking ahead means always looking for 
the best and most sustainable solution. We work 
with suppliers who share our values and deliver 
high-quality, eco-friendly materials and fabrics.

Made to last
We carefully choose our materials to produce 
workwear that is made to last. To help you keep 
your outfit in great condition, detailed washing 
instructions are supplied with every item.

Waste reduction
We continue to tirelessly optimise our production 
and packaging processes in order to reduce waste.

Our pursuit

European production
We strive to minimise our carbon footprint, and 
to maximise the well-being of the workforce. All 
material and fabric production, as well as our 
clothing manufacturing, takes place in Europe.

Our dedication to sustainability resonates across our ethos. 
We are determined in our pursuit of sustainable choices, 
which serve to benefit those who wear our garments, those 
who collaborate with us, and the world that we call home. 
Our collections are handcrafted from high-quality, eco-friendly 
textiles. By sourcing our materials sustainably, we strive 
to leave a smaller ecological footprint. Waste reduction 
is central to our production processes, and we proudly 
manufacture all of our fabrics and performance workwear 
in Europe. We prioritise the welfare of our atelier artisans 
and maintain open communication with them to ensure 
their wellness. Uncompromising quality is the cornerstone 
of Le Nouveau Chef. We remain resolute in our quest for 
continuous improvement, constantly striving to refine our 
sustainable choices and reshape the world we inhabit. Our 
sense of responsibility is deeply rooted, and we invite you to 
join us in building a more sustainable world. 



From left to right:
Chef  Jacket Lynn, Pants Oregon, Chef  Jacket Elias, Pants Sydney

We help chefs outperform 
themselves by looking their 
very best, while preserving 
the world we inhabit.



Chef  Jacket Alain

Mix & match with ease
A collection made for your own unique style - at the heart of
our design philosophy lies the creation of a harmonious blend
between functionality and aesthetics. This principle forms the
bedrock of our commitment to empowering you with the 
freedom to craft bespoke collections that embody your unique 
persona. Our design team expertly curates a colour palette, 
ensuring that each shade complements the other, thereby 
enabling effortless colour combinations. This approach 
enables you to mix and match different shades seamlessly, 
resulting in a well-coordinated and chic look, perfectly 
tailored to your personal style.



Tencel 
TENCEL® is a sustainable produced fibre made of Eucalyptus 
wood which is extracted from responsible managed forests with 
official FSC certification. The solvent used during the production 
of TENCEL® is recycled by almost 100%. TENCEL® received the 
‘European award for Environment’ from the European Union for 
their unique production process. 

Recycled PET-Polyes ter
With this method, plastic bottles, made from PET, are recycled 
into polyester. This is a source of plastic that would otherwise go 
to landfill and would create pollution. During the process it causes 
less air, water and soil contamination compared to the use of 
non-recycled polyester. Le Nouveau Chef guarantees all recycled 
polyester is made from certified and traceable post-consumer 
plastic bottles and post-consumer waste. 

Organic cot ton 
Organic cotton is produced and certified to organic agricultural 
standards. The production sustains the health of soils, ecosystems 
and people by using natural processes rather than artificial inputs. 
Organic cotton farming does not allow the use of toxic chemicals, 
like pesticides, or genetically modified organisms. 

BCI Cot ton
The Better Cotton Initiative exists to make global cotton production 
better for the people who produce it, better for the environment it 
grows in and better for the sector’s future, by developing ‘Better 
Cotton’ as a sustainable mainstream commodity. It is a holistic 
approach to sustainable cotton production which covers all three 
pillars of sustainability: environmental, social and economic.

Luxury fabrics 
& fine materials

Our commitment to quality is reflected in the superior 
materials we use to craft our performance workwear, 
guaranteeing long-lasting wearability. Our garments 
are made of premium lightweight stretch-knit fabrics, 
designed to provide maximum breathability and comfort. 
Furthermore, our signature premium look endures even 
after undergoing many industrial washing machine cycles. 



Gilles
101403

Melvin
101397

Chef  Jackets Men

Tygo
101401

Fabian
102003

Alain
102006

Andreas
102201

Angelo

Dave Elias

Chavi
102002 101200

101184 101225

Fabrice Falco
101405 101250



Chef  Jackets Men

Gusto
102004

Jason
101268

Julien
108003

Nero
106001

Romain
101404

Savio
101241

A luxurious tunic style jacket with a round collar, 

finished with luxurious piping. By using mechanical 

stretch fabric for this jacket, the chef wears a garment 

which is lightweight and comfortable.

Chef  Jacket Jasper, Pants Tokyo Jasper
101239

Chef  Jacket Jasper



Ferre
908001

A short sleeve slim fit t-shirt with excellent moisture 

regulation, made to suit men in both kitchen and 

service. It features stretch fabric on the back for optimal 

freedom of movement.

Liam
601244

Service wear Men

Enzio
921269

Lucas
601206

Service Shirt Liam, Pants Tokyo

T-Shirt Ferre

T-Shirt Ferre



Elise

Esmee

Lynn Sophie

Jolie
108013102016

102013

101154 102112

Chef  Jackets Women

Chef  Jacket Evy

Venus
102014

Suitable for both kitchen and service employees, this 

women’s chef jacket with boat collar gives a polished 

look. Due to the use of a stretchy polo-pique fabric, this 

chef jacket has excellent moisture regulation.

Chef  Jacket Evy

Evy
101212



Service wear Women

T-Shirt Fae

A short sleeve slim fit t-shirt with excellent moisture 

regulation, made to suit females in both kitchen and 

service. It has stretch fabric on the back for optimal 

freedom of movement.

T-Shirt Fae Fae
908001

Lisa
651205

Demy
651204

Alice
921407

Blouse Demy



Chicago Oregon

Sydney

Valencia Ohio Female fit

Tokyo
201178 201195

201136 202001

201051 201137

Pants

Pants Tokyo



Atlanta Dakota
301005 301161

Bib Aprons

Eden
301198

Dallas
305001

Davos
301147

Denver
301033

Erik
301006

Jackson
301149

Peter
301070

Phoenix
301008

Seattle
301266

Spanish One
309001



Chef  Jacket Jolie, Apron Bistro

Aprons

Austin
401034

Bistro
401090

Kansas
401157

Miami
401159

Nicolas
401007

Spanish Short
401181



Chef  Jacket Alain, Pants Tokyo



Notes

Le Nouveau Chef   |   De Droogmakerij 29H   |   1851LX Heiloo, The Netherlands
+31(0)85 225 0093   |   info@lenouveauchef.com



Visit us at LeNouveauChef.com


